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Background
On August 24, 2011, the Siting Committee (also referred to herein as “Committee”)
conducted a Mandatory Status Conference (Conference) in this matter, during which it
affirmed the Energy Commission’s status as California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) lead agency over the entire project proposed in Calico Solar, LLC’s1 Petition to
Amend (Petition). The Committee stated that the Commission will fulfill its role as
CEQA lead agency under the Commission’s certified regulatory program. The Siting
Committee also summarized its expectations for the parties’ environmental analyses.
The discussion below clarifies and supplements those expectations.
Energy Commission Staff’s Written Environmental Assessment
1.

Staff shall prepare an initial written assessment typical of an Application for
Certification proceeding, in the form of a single Preliminary Staff Assessment
(PSA). Staff shall prepare a Final Staff Assessment (FSA) that includes responses
to comments received on the PSA.

2.

The PSA and FSA must evaluate the project’s solar thermal powerplant
component and its appurtenant and related facilities (e.g., temporary lay down
area; main access road; main services complex; solar field comprised of
SunCatchers; hydrogen generation, storage, and distribution system for the
SunCatchers; substation; transmission line; water well and water line; and access
routes) and also the PV component (e.g., solar field comprised of single-axis
tracking PV modules).

3.

The PSA and FSA must include a thorough cumulative impacts analysis that
reflects the impacts of the entire project in combination with environmental
changes anticipated from other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future
projects.

1

The Committee is informed that Calico Solar, LLC recently changed its name to K Road Calico Solar
LLC.
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4.

Each section of the PSA and FSA shall be organized with headings that distinguish
the solar thermal powerplant component and its appurtenant and related facilities
from the PV component.

5.

Within each technical section of the PSA and FSA, the solar thermal powerplant
component and its appurtenant and related facilities shall be discussed first and
then followed by a discussion of the PV component. The discussion of the solar
thermal powerplant component and its appurtenant and related facilities shall
identify and evaluate impacts and, for each identified impact, include proposed
conditions of certification that will avoid the impact or reduce it to less than
significant levels. The discussion of the PV component shall identify and evaluate
impacts and, for each identified impact make recommendations for consideration
by the appropriate permitting agencies to avoid the impact or reduce it to less than
significant levels.

Project Alternatives Evaluation
Under CEQA, an environmental impact report (or its functional equivalent) must
describe a range of reasonable alternatives to a project or its location that could feasibly
avoid or lessen significant environmental impacts while substantially attaining the basic
project objectives. (See, e.g., Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, §§ 15126.6, 15252.) The
December 1, 2010, Commission Decision approving the Calico Solar Project identified
the following project objectives:
•

To construct and operate an up to 663.5 MW renewable power generating facility in
California capable of selling competitively priced renewable energy consistent with
the needs of California utilities;

•

To locate the facility in areas of high insolation with ground slope of less than five
percent;

•

To provide clean, renewable electricity to support California’s Renewable Portfolio
Standard Program (RPS);

•

To assist in reducing its greenhouse gas emissions as required by the California
Global Warming Solutions Act;

•

To contribute to the achievement of the 33 percent RPS target set by California’s
governor and legislature; and

•

To complete the review process in a timeframe that would allow the Applicant to
start construction or meet the economic performance guidelines, by December 31,
2010, to potentially qualify for the 2009 ARRA cash grant in lieu of tax credits for
certain renewable energy projects. (Decision, Project Alternatives, pp. 1-2.)

The Petition reaffirms these objectives and clarifies that the ARRA deadline was
extended to December 31, 2011. (Petition, p. 4.1-1.)
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The Petition further states that “[t]he Commission Decision included a comparison of the
Approved Project to the No Project Alternative and a reasonable range of other
alternatives that were designed to attain most of the basic Project objectives while
avoiding or substantially lessening the Approved Project’s significant effects. Approval
of the Modified Project would not undermine the reasoning of, or substantially alter, the
analysis of alternatives provided in the Commission Decision.” (Petition, p. 4.1-1.)
Thus, according to Calico, no further alternatives analysis is required.
The Siting Committee recognizes however that while the project objectives remain
unchanged, the Petition proposes modifications that have potential to create new
impacts or exacerbate previously identified impacts, particularly in the areas of
Biological Resources, Traffic and Transportation, and Soil and Water Resources.
Thus, as stated in its July 1, 2011, ruling, the Siting Committee seeks a more robust
analysis than presented in the Petition, which evaluates the alternatives that would
avoid new impacts or reduce them to less than significant levels or would avoid or
lessen exacerbation of previously identified environmental impacts. 2 Based on oral and
written information submitted in the proceedings to date, the Siting Committee finds that
Staff’s alternatives discussion must explore the feasibility of:
•

A project located exclusively south of the BNSF tracks that uses only PV technology,
only SunCatcher technology, and a combination of PV/SunCatcher technology.

•

A water well located south of the BNSF tracks.

•

A project configuration that avoids washes and minimizes drainage impacts – with
particular focus on impacts to the BNSF tracks and adjacent properties.

•

Specifically regarding compensatory mitigation for desert tortoise, mojave fringetoed lizard and other biological resources impacts, a project configuration that would
allow for 1:1 and 3:1 mitigation ratios and avoid the need for 5:1 mitigation ratios.

The Committee recognizes that the evidence may prove any or all of these alternatives
to be infeasible or unable to attain the project’s objectives while reducing significant
impacts.
Environmental Baseline
As stated in the Committee’s July 1, 2011, ruling, “the Petition is not for a new project,
nor do we treat the Petition as such. Accordingly, the Commission’s environmental
evaluation of the Petition must be limited to the incremental effects of the changes to
the approved Calico Solar Project unless any of the factors set forth in Section 21166
(and CEQA Guideline 15162) apply. At this early stage in the proceedings the
2

The Committee’s July 1, 2011, ruling states: “Finally, as the Committee receives additional information
regarding the full scope and nature of the Petition’s environmental impacts and baseline conditions, the
Committee will require an updated alternatives analysis. (§ 21080.5, subd (d)(3) [requiring an EIR to
include a description of the proposed activity with alternatives to the activity, and mitigation measures to
minimize any significant adverse environmental impacts], Cal. Code Regs., tit. 20, § 1203, subd. (a).).”
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Committee has insufficient information to identify each of the technical areas to which
the factors do or may well apply.”
While the text of the July 1 ruling speaks for itself and accurately reflects the
Committee’s current view of the appropriate environmental baseline for Staff’s
environmental assessment, the Committee offers the following clarifying comments to
address questions raised during the Conference. In particular, Calico asked the
Committee to clarify the scope of analysis triggered by the new information as to the
technical areas identified in the July 1, 2011, ruling: Biological Resources, Soil and
Water Resources, Traffic and Transportation, Visual Resources, and Public
Health. Calico’s wish to better understand the scope of additional analysis is
reasonable. However, the parties and their respective experts − not the Committee −
must bear the burden of answering Calico’s question. The scope of the analysis will
depend on the new information and changed circumstances that are identified.
At this initial stage in the proceedings where no evidence has been submitted to or
received by the Committee, the parties have superior knowledge about the details of the
new information and changed circumstances.
Indeed, the parties alerted the
Committee that there is new information of substantial importance, which was not
known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the
time the previous environmental document was certified as complete. 3 In response to
the parties’ submittals, the Committee made the following determinations in its July 1,
2011, ruling:
At this early stage in the proceedings, we have insufficient information to
identify each of the technical areas to which the factors do or may well
apply. We continue to examine this issue as the proceedings progress.
However, based on information from sources including the Petition, and
oral argument, comments, and filings in the Petition proceedings, there is
sufficient information to compel a determination that at least one, and
perhaps more, of the factors apply to the technical areas of Biological
Resources, Soil and Water Resources, Traffic and Transportation,
Visual Resources, and Public Health. For each of these technical
3

The following documents support the Siting Committee’s initial and restated determination that there is
new information warranting deviation from the general rule of evaluating incremental effects of the
changes to the approved Calico Solar Project in a subsequent environmental assessment: (1) Energy
Commission Final Decision for the Calico Solar Project, dated December 1, 2010; (2) Energy Commission
Staff Issues Identification Report dated April 14, 2011; (3) Reporter’s Transcript of April 20, 2011,
Informational Hearing and Public Site Visit; (4) Energy Commission Staff’s Response to Committee
Briefing Order, dated May 23, 2011; (5) Calico Solar, LLC’s Brief on the Baseline of Environmental
Conditions and the Environmental Analysis Required by the Petition to Amend, dated May 23, 2011; (6)
Calico Solar, LLC’s Reply Brief Re Jurisdiction of Energy Resources Conservation and Development
Commission and the Baseline of Environmental Analysis Required by the Petition to Amend, dated June
3, 2011; (7) BNSF Railway Company’s Brief Regarding Jurisdiction and Baseline, dated May 23, 2011;
(8) BNSF Railway Company’s Reply Brief Regarding Jurisdiction and Baseline, dated June 3, 2011; (9)
Energy Commission Staff’s Reply Brief, dated June 3, 2011; and (10) Letter from Tanya A. Gulesserian to
Commissioner Douglas and Chairman Weisenmiller, dated April 18, 2011. See also, Reporter’s
Transcript of August 24, 2011, Mandatory Status Conference [including additional discussion of baseline
conditions by Sierra Club pertaining to potential impacts to the desert tortoise].
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areas, there is new information of substantial importance, which was not
known and could not have been known with the exercise of reasonable
diligence at the time the previous environmental document was certified
as complete. This information shows that the modified project is likely to
or will have one or more significant effects not discussed in that document.
In particular, there is information that: (1) the Petition proposes a new
access road outside of the project footprint, (2) there are differences
between the original placement of SunCatchers and the proposed new
placement of PV panels and SunCatchers, (3) there are differences
between the profiles of the PV modules and the SunCatchers, and (4)
there is a new sequence and timing of site development.
Regarding Biological Resources, the impacts to on-site federally
endangered species (including the desert tortoise and Bighorn Sheep) as
well as other special status plant and wildlife species from the changes in
grading and drainage and the introduction of shade from the PV array
were not and could not have been previously evaluated. Furthermore,
recent developments at the Energy Commission certified Ivanpah Solar
Electric Generating System Project resulted in the identification of
substantially more endangered desert tortoise on-site than predicted.
Because the Final Decision for the Calico Solar Project indicates that the
Calico site provides similar, if not better, habitat for the desert tortoise than
the Ivanpah site, it is essential that Calico assess anew (1) whether and to
what extent the modified project’s impacts on desert tortoise (which may
involve new significant environmental impacts or a substantial increase in
the severity of previously identified significant impacts) are adequately
addressed by the mitigation for the approved project, and (2) the feasibility
of additional mitigation.
Grading and drainage were critical issues for the approved Calico Solar
Project and they continue to be critical in this amendment process.
Although we are awaiting Calico’s completion of the proposed drainage
and grading plans to satisfy both conditions of certification for the
approved project and data requests relating to the Petition, the new
information relating to proposed grading for the PV modules, placement of
the modules (both method and location), and the proposed method of
accessing the PV modules indicates that these changes will involve new
significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified significant impacts to Soil and Water Resources.
Similarly, the new access road that is proposed outside of the project
footprint, the differences between the original placement of SunCatchers,
the proposed new placement of PV panels and SunCatchers, and
differences between the profiles of the PV modules and the SunCatchers,
compel a new environmental assessment of Traffic and Transportation
and Visual Resources impacts, including but not limited to glint and glare.
5

None of the potential impacts associated with these changes was or could
have been assessed in the initial environmental document but each of
these changes is likely to result in significant impacts that were not
previously assessed.
If the parties believe there are additional issues to be addressed or are uncertain about
the appropriate scope of analysis of the issues identified in its July 1, 2011, ruling, the
Committee recommends that Energy Commission Staff convene a workshop or series
of workshops on the environmental baseline issues to obtain consensus, to the extent
possible, on the appropriate scope of analysis. Workshops should be guided by this
order, the July 1, 2011, ruling, and party submittals referenced herein.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated September 7, 2011, in Sacramento, California.

KAREN DOUGLAS
Commissioner and Presiding Member
Siting Committee

ROBERT B. WEISENMILLER
Chair and Associate Member
Siting Committee
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APPLICANT
Calico Solar, LLC
Daniel J. O'Shea
Managing Director
2600 10th Street, Suite 635
Berkeley, CA 94710
dano@kroadpower.com
CONSULTANT
URS Corporation
Angela Leiba
AFC Project Manager

4225 Executive Square, #1600
La Jolla, CA 92037

angela_leiba@URSCorp.com
APPLICANT’S COUNSEL
Allan J. Thompson
Attorney at Law
21 C Orinda Way #314
Orinda, CA 94563
allanori@comcast.net
Bingham McCutchen, LLP
Ella Foley Gannon, Partner
Three Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, CA 94111
e-mail service preferred

ella.gannon@bingham.com
INTERVENORS
Society for the Conservation of
Bighorn Sheep
Bob Burke, Gary Thomas
1980 East Main St., #50
Barstow, CA 92311

e-mail service preferred
cameracoordinator@sheepsociety.com

* Indicates Change

Basin and Range Watch
Laura Cunningham
Kevin Emmerich
P.O. Box 70
Beatty, NV 89003

Newberry Community
Service District
c/o Wayne W. Weierbach
P.O. Box 206
Newberry Springs, CA 92365

atomictoadranch@netzero.net

newberryCSD@gmail.com

California Unions for Reliable
Energy (CURE)
c/o: Tanya A. Gulesserian
Marc D. Joseph
Adams Broadwell Joseph
& Cardozo
601 Gateway Boulevard,
Ste. 1000
South San Francisco, CA 94080

Defenders of Wildlife
Kim Delfino, California Program Director
1303 J Street, Suite 270
Sacramento, California 95814
e-mail service preferred
kdelfino@defenders.org

e-mail service preferred

e-mail service preferred
tgulesserian@adamsbroadwell.com

Patrick C. Jackson
600 Darwood Avenue
San Dimas, CA 91773
e-mail service preferred

ochsjack@earthlink.net
Sierra Club
Gloria D. Smith
Travis Ritchie
85 Second Street, Second floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
e-mail service preferred

gloria.smith@sierraclub.org
travis.ritchie@sierraclub.org

e-mail service preferred

Defenders of Wildlife
Jeff Aardahl, California Representative
46600 Old State Highway, Unit 13
Gualala, California 95445
e-mail service preferred
jaardahl@defenders.org

BNSF Railroad
Cynthia Lea Burch
Helen B. Kim, Anne Alexander
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
2029 Century Park East, Suite 2700
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3012
cynthia.burch@kattenlaw.com
helen.kim@kattenlaw.com
anne.alexander@kattenlaw.com

County of San Bernardino
Jean-Rene Basle, County Counsel
Bart W. Brizzee, Principal Assistant
County Counsel
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue, 4th Fl.
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0140
bbrizzee@cc.sbcounty.gov

INTERESTED
AGENCIES/ENTITIES/PERSONS

ENERGY COMMISSION –
DECISIONMAKERS

California ISO
e-recipient@caiso.com

KAREN DOUGLAS
Commissioner and Presiding Member
kldougla@energy.state.ca.us

BLM – Nevada State Office
Jim Stobaugh
P.O. Box 12000
Reno, NV 89520
jim_stobaugh@blm.gov

Galen Lemei
Adviser to Commissioner Douglas
glemei@energy.state.ca.us
ROBERT B. WEISENMILLER
Chairman and Associate Member
rweisenm@energy.state.ca.us

Bureau of Land Management
Joan Patrovsky, Specialist/
Project Manager
CDD-Barstow Field Office
2601 Barstow Road
Barstow, CA 92311
jpatrovs@blm.gov

Eileen Allen
Adviser to Chairman Weisenmiller
eallen@energy.state.ca.us
Kourtney Vaccaro
Hearing Officer
kvaccaro@energy.state.ca.us

California Department of
Fish & Game
Becky Jones
36431 41st Street East
Palmdale, CA 93552
dfgpalm@adelphia.net

ENERGY COMMISSION STAFF

Kerry Willis
Staff Counsel

e-mail service preferred

BNSF Railroad
Steven A. Lamb
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
2029 Century Park East, Suite 2700
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3012
steven.lamb@kattenlaw.com

kwillis@energy.state.ca.us
Stephen Adams
Co-Staff Counsel

e-mail service preferred

sadams@energy.state.ca.us
Craig Hoffman
Project Manager

e-mail service preferred

choffman@energy.state.ca.us
Caryn Holmes

e-mail service preferred

cholmes@energy.state.ca.us
ENERGY COMMISSION – PUBLIC
ADVISER

Jennifer Jennings
Public Adviser

e-mail service preferred

publicadviser@energy.state.ca.us
* Indicates Change
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DECLARATION OF SERVICE
I, RoseMary Avalos, declare that on, September 7, 2011, I served and filed copies of the attached Committee Order
Affirming Oral Directives Given During the August 24, 2011 Mandatory Status Conference, dated September 7, 2011.
The original document, filed with the Docket Unit or the Chief Counsel, as required by the applicable regulation, is
accompanied by a copy of the most recent Proof of Service list, located on the web page for this project at:
[www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/calicosolar/compliance/index.html].
The document has been sent to the other parties in this proceeding (as shown on the Proof of Service list) and to the
Commission’s Docket Unit or Chief Counsel, as appropriate, in the following manner:
(Check all that Apply)
For service to all other parties:
X

Served electronically to all e-mail addresses on the Proof of Service list;

X

Served by delivering on this date, either personally, or for mailing with the U.S. Postal Service with firstclass postage thereon fully prepaid, to the name and address of the person served, for mailing that same
day in the ordinary course of business; that the envelope was sealed and placed for collection and mailing
on that date to those addresses NOT marked “e-mail preferred.”

AND
For filing with the Docket Unit at the Energy Commission:
X

by sending an original paper copy and one electronic copy, mailed with the U.S. Postal Service with first
class postage thereon fully prepaid and e-mailed respectively, to the address below (preferred method); OR
by depositing an original and 12 paper copies in the mail with the U.S. Postal Service with first class
postage thereon fully prepaid, as follows:
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION – DOCKET UNIT
Attn: Docket No. 08-AFC-13C
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512
docket@energy.state.ca.us

OR, if filing a Petition for Reconsideration of Decision or Order pursuant to Title 20, § 1720:
Served by delivering on this date one electronic copy by e-mail, and an original paper copy to the Chief
Counsel at the following address, either personally, or for mailing with the U.S. Postal Service with first class
postage thereon fully prepaid:
California Energy Commission
Michael J. Levy, Chief Counsel
1516 Ninth Street MS-14
Sacramento, CA 95814
mlevy@energy.state.ca.us
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct, that I
am employed in the county where this mailing occurred, and that I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to the
proceeding.

Original Signed By:
RoseMary Avalos
Hearing Advisers Office
* Indicates Change
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